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Adam Lehrhaupt & Deb 

Pilutti 

From the author of Warning: Do Not Open This Book comes a lively story about a 
teacher’s special jar where her students keep their story ideas—but watch out when 
those ideas go on the loose! The ideas include characters like a dragon, and a robot 
that can join together to create a story. 

 

Idea Jar w/ Words, Music & EFX   

 
Sara O’Leary 

Sadie is a girl with a big imagination. She likes to make things -- boats out of boxes 
and castles out of cushions. But more than anything Sadie likes stories, because 
you can make them from nothing at all. For Sadie, the world is so full of wonderful 
possibilities ... This is Sadie, and this is her story. 

 

This is Sadie (Story read aloud) 

 
Allan Ahlberg & Bruce 

Ingman 

Once a pencil draws a little boy, there’s no telling what will come next — a dog, a cat, 
a chase (of course), and a paintbrush to color in an ever-expanding group of family and 
friends. A story about a pencil with the power to create characters, setting and story 
details.  

 

The Pencil - Allan Ahlberg and Bruce Ingman 

 
Kari Anne Holt &Kenard Pak 

This book is all about kids trying to make sense of the world as they see it. Questions 
such as What do clouds taste like?, Do my toys miss me when I'm gone?, and I wonder 
if cars and trucks speak the same language remind us of a child's unique point of view. 

 

I Wonder - Book Read Aloud for Kids - Read Together Grow Together 

https://youtu.be/AGzUOicC1Jo
https://youtu.be/eymNzxt3nrc
https://youtu.be/n4643aUxPww
https://youtu.be/v0Iv2xWPm2c
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 Marta Arteaga & Zuzanna 

Celej 

This story, for children and adults alike, invites us to open the doors of our imagination 
and to discover the way it works. What lies there? 

“One day I wrote a story, a story with lovely words. One day, as I read my story, I 
breathed in one of the words and something magical happened...I entered my 
imagination! 

 

Inside my Imagination by Marta Arteaga and Zuzanna Celej 

 
Roberto Aliaga & Sonja 

Wimmer 

This tale visits the magic moment, when all of the things we imagine, all of the things 
we dream, parade before our eyes… 

“Every night, before I go to sleep, she comes in with heaps of stories. Right away my 
room is full of words and pictures and I am always the main character…” 

 

Edouard Manceau 

Where did all these pieces of paper come from? Who do they belong to?  

The chicken is sure that they belong to him, but so is the fish, and so is the bird, and 
the snail, and the frog… Using the same small scraps of paper over and over again to 
create a new animal on each page, Édouard Manceau has created a timeless 
cumulative tale that will delight and enchant children as they try to figure out just who 
the pieces of paper do belong to… 

Windblown Read Aloud and Art Project 

 
Michael Hall 

A perfect square is transformed in this adventure story that will transport you far 
beyond the four equal sides of this square book. 

Perfect Square - A Story Book About Being Creative With Paper 

 
Pamela Zagarenski 

Step inside the pages of a little girl's magical book as she discovers the profound and 
inspiring notion that we each bring something different to the same story. Two-time 
Caldecott Honor artist Pamela Zagarenski debuts as an author in this tender picture 
book about the joy of reading. 

The Whisper by Pamela Zagarenski 

https://youtu.be/CWcOwNkxz7o
https://youtu.be/RJRn0rSdSPs
https://youtu.be/1m3vddf9T2k
https://youtu.be/qfWiRxs8Qlo
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 Skye Byrne & Nic George 

When Henry’s beloved stuffed rabbit, Raspberry, goes missing, he enlists his whole 
family to help him search for the missing toy. But Raspberry can’t be found. 

Then Henry’s grandfather suggests that Henry use his imagination to find his rabbit. 
Will the power of Henry’s imagination bring Raspberry back? Or is Raspberry gone for 
good? 

The Power of Henry's Imagination by Skye Byrne, read by Bella @ Dreamy Storytellers 

 
Antoinette Portis 

Antoinette Portis again captures the thrill of when pretend feels so real that it 
becomes real. With a stick in hand, the options are endless—whether it's conducting 
an orchestra, painting a masterpiece, or slaying a dragon—give a child a stick and let 
imagination take over and the magic begin. 

NOT A STICK 

Antoinette Portis 

A box is just a box...unless it's not a box. From mountain to rocket ship, a small rabbit 
shows that a box will go as far as the imagination allows. 

Not A Box 

Not a Box 📦 

 

John Hegley & Neal Layton 

Stanley's stick is not just a stick. With a stick in hand, Stanley's options are endless - he 
flies to the moon, writes in the sand, goes fishing, plays a whistle and rides a dinosaur - 
and his imagination takes over and the magic begins. 

Stanley's Stick 

 
Peggy Christian 

Think of all the rocks there are: skipping rocks, splashing rocks, climbing rocks, and 
wishing rocks. Children can't help collecting them. With joyful, poetic text and 
luminous photographs, If You Find a Rock celebrates rocks everywhere-as well as the 
mysterious and wonderful places they are found. 

 

If You Find a Rock read aloud 

https://youtu.be/wMpU6IF_23g?t=59
https://youtu.be/bNAtimGfWnU
https://youtu.be/svlNiELjDao
https://youtu.be/j5yw3S9uxkU
https://youtu.be/HfIuIQaOLlY
https://youtu.be/9JehbJHYums
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Oliver Jeffers 

There once was a boy who loved stars so much that he wished he had one of his very 
own. Every night he watched the stars in the sky from his bedroom window and 
dreamed of how he could be their friend and how they could play hide-and-go-seek 
together.So, one day, he decided to set about catching a star of his very own… 

How to Catch a Star - Oliver Jeffers 

How To Catch A Star 

 
Oliver Jeffers 

Once there as a boy, and one day, he found an aeroplane in his cupboard…He didn’t 
remember leaving it in there, but he thought he’d take it out for a go right away. At 
first, all went well and the plane flew higher and higher and higher until… suddenly, 
with a splutter, it ran out of petrol. The boy was stuck on the moon… and he was not 

alone…📚 THE WAY BACK HOME - OLIVER JEFFERS - STORY TIME READ ALOUD FOR 
KIDS - BOOKS FOR KS1 CHILDREN 

 
Kate Becker and Jed Henry 

Right now there is just an empty lot down the street, but this little girl dreams that one 
day there will be a playground — a real playground, a fun playground — right in her 
own neighborhood. When she sees a man measuring the empty lot, she’s sure that 
he’s there to help make her playground dream come true. And he is!  

 

https://youtu.be/j1POlRWafT8 

 

 

Please confirm all items are in bin when returning and place the back side of this page facing 
out on the inside of the bin end. 
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https://youtu.be/_3oQcKxE-ck
https://youtu.be/rDMnOx7w6OA
https://youtu.be/xgGVJmPLNS4
https://youtu.be/xgGVJmPLNS4
https://youtu.be/j1POlRWafT8

